Does a short cessation of HRT decrease mammographic density?
Hormone replacement therapy (HRT) is known to increase breast density, thus decreasing the sensitivity of cancer screening by mammography. Some authors recommend short cessation of HRT before mammography, but evidence showing the effect of such short cessation is limited. The purpose of this study is to examine whether a short cessation of HRT changes mammographic density. Forty-eight women taking HRT agreed to have mammograms taken before and after stopping HRT for 4 weeks. Mammographic density was measured by Wolfe's four-point classification, six-categorical visual scale and two different computer methods (interactive-thresholding and SMF). Density values of mammography before and after the cessation of HRT were compared using Wilcoxon signed-rank test for categorical variables and paired t-test for continuous variables. Changes in breast pain and tenderness during mammography, radiation dose, compression force, and breast thickness were also recorded. No significant changes in mammographic density were observed by either visual or computer methods. There were no significant changes in breast pain or in tenderness on mammograms before and after the month's cessation of HRT. Radiographic measurements were not significantly altered by the 4-week cessation of HRT. In this screening population, a 4-week cessation of HRT before mammograms did not significantly alter mammographic density.